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High Speed, High Precision and High Eﬃciency Nano Control Servo

FANUC AC SERVO MOTOR @*-B/#*-B seri

FANUC AC SPINDLE MOTOR @*-B/#*-B se

FANUC SERVO AMPLIFIER @*-B/#*-B ser
αi-B and βi-B series SERVO are high speed, high precision and
high eﬃciency servo system to make machine tools high speed and
high precision, compact and energy saving.

Nano
Servo motor with ultra

High Speed,
High Eﬃciency
High speed and high acceleration
spindle motor by winding switching
control
Quick acceleration and high
response with SPINDLE HRV Control

Super high resolution
32,000,000/rev.
Servo ampliﬁer with
current detector
High speed and high
SERVO HRV Control

Full Line-up
Full line-up from small to
large scale models
Full line-up with both 200V
and 400V input

SERVO AMPLIF IER

AC SERVO MOTOR @*-B/#*-B series
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Control
smooth rotation
Pulsecoder with
high precision
precision with

Compact and Reduced Wiring
Servo and spindle motor with shorter length
Compact and space saving servo ampliﬁer

Enhanced Maintenance
Quick maintenance realized by ID
and motor thermal information
Leakage Detection Function for
preventive maintenance

@*-B/#*-B series

AC SPINDLE MOTOR @*-B/#*-B series
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Compact, Reduced Wiring and Easy Maintenance

FANUC SERVO AMPLIF IER
@*-B series/#*-B series

FANUC
BUILT- IN SPINDLE MOTOR
B*I-B series/B*S-B series

FANUC AC SERVO MOTOR
@*-B series/#*-B series
FANUC LINEAR MOTOR
L*S-B series

FANUC AC SPINDLE MOTOR
@*-B series/#*-B series
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FANUC SY NCHRONOUS
BUILT- IN SERVO MOTOR
D*S-B series

Servo Motor

for feed axis of machine tools and industrial machines

FANUC AC SERVO MOTOR
@*S-B series/@*F -B series

High performance AC SERVO MOTOR
・Machining Performance
Combination with suited ampliﬁer enables high speed and high acceleration.
32,000,000/rev. or 4,000,000/rev. Pulsecoder and the special magnetic pole shape which minimizes torque ripples and the
latest current control enable extremely smooth motor rotation.
Large torque up to 3000Nm and large output up to 220kW are available with
enabled by driving one axis with

Multi ampliﬁers drive technology . Further output is

Multi motors drive technology .

Suited to large machine tools, electric drive of press machines, injection molding machines.
・Minimizing Downtime
FANUCʼs unique seal structure provides excellent waterprooﬁng.
Waterproof grade IP67 can be selected optionally.
・Ease of Use
Bayonet type connector enables easy connecting and disconnecting of power connector.
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area.

FANUC AC SERVO MOTOR
#*S-B series/#*F -B series

Enough performance and value AC SERVO MOTOR
・Machining Performance
1,000,000/rev. Pulsecoder and the special magnetic pole shape which minimizes torque ripples and the latest current control
enable extremely smooth motor rotation.
・Minimizing Downtime
FANUCʼs unique seal structure provides excellent waterprooﬁng.
Waterproof grade IP67 can be selected optionally.
・Ease of Use
Bayonet type connector enables easy connecting and disconnecting of power connector.
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area.
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Spindle Motor

for spindles of machine tools

FANUC AC SPINDLE MOTOR
@*I-B series/ @*I P-B series/@*I T-B series/ @*I L-B series

High performance AC SPINDLE MOTOR
・Machining Performance
Optimum winding design and eﬀective cooling structure enables constant power up to high speed and quick acceleration.
Improving short-time heavy cutting and reducing acc./dec. time by adding short-time rated output and torque.
As for hollow shaft model for center through coolant, air-cooled αiIT-B series and liquid-cooled αiIL-B series available. Suited to

direct connecting by high mechanical precision and low vibration.

For large size machine tool, large output up to 200kW and large torque up to 2000Nm available with
technology . Further output is enabled by driving one axis with

Multi ampliﬁers drive

Multi motors drive technology . S6 rated output can be realized

with the same rated output of S3 by using FANUC spindle control technology.
・Ease of Use
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area. The spindle balance connection is possible at the
rear of the motor after the motor is coupled to the spindle.

FANUC AC SPINDLE MOTOR
#*I-B series/#*I P-B series/#*I T-B series

Enough performance and value AC SPINDLE MOTOR
・Machining Performance
Optimum winding design and eﬀective cooling structure enables high power and large torque with compact size.
Improving short-time heavy cutting and reducing acc./dec. time by adding short-time rated output and torque.
As for hollow shaft model for center through coolant, air-cooled βiIT-B series available with enough mechanical precision and low vibration for

direct connection to machine spindle. S6 rated output can be realized with the same rated output of S3 by using FANUC spindle control
technology.

・Ease of Use
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area. The spindle balance connection is possible at the rear of the
motor after the motor is coupled to the spindle.
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Servo Ampliﬁer

Ampliﬁer to Drive Servo Motor and Spindle Motor

FANUC SERVO AMPLIF IER @*SV-B series/@*SP-B series/@*PS-B series

Discrete type SERVO AMPLIFIER meeting a wide variety of needs
・Machining Performance
Smart Rigid Tapping which is eﬀective for reducing cycle time is applied.
・Minimizing Downtime
Even surrounded by a large amount of coolant, the servo ampliﬁer can detect insulation
deterioration of motor by built-in leakage detection function.
Easy access to replace built-in fan from front side.
Trouble shooting function makes it easier to ﬁnd causes of alarms.
・Ease of Use
The servo ampliﬁer meets the needs of a wide variety of current capacity.
Safe Torque Oﬀ function (STO) makes it possible to remove external magnetic
contactor.
Machine protection function at power failure is available by adding optional parts.
As applying latest low loss power devices, the servo ampliﬁer is ecological.
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area.

FANUC SERVO AMPLIF IER #*SVSP-B series

Cost-eﬀective all-in-one SERVO AMPLIFIER
・Machining Performance
Smart Rigid Tapping which is eﬀective for reducing cycle time is applied.
・Minimizing Downtime
Even surrounded by a large amount of coolant, the servo ampliﬁer can detect insulation
deterioration of motor by attaching Leakage Detection Module.
Easy access to replace built-in fan from front side.
Trouble shooting function makes it easier to ﬁnd causes of alarms.
・Ease of Use
Simple wiring is realized by integrating servo function with spindle function.
Safe Torque Oﬀ function (STO) makes it possible to remove external magnetic contactor.
Machine protection function at power failure is available by adding optional parts.
As applying latest low loss power devices, the servo ampliﬁer is ecological.
30% downsizing (260mm width → 180mm width) in small or middle models (spindle output power:
7.5kW or 11kW) is available. This contribute to downsizing of cabinet for Machine tool.
Various models with both 200V input and 400V input are available.
Flexible selection is possible according to the input voltage of the delivery area.

FANUC SERVO AMPLIF IER #*SV-B series
Cost-eﬀective power supply incorporated SERVO AMPLIFIER
・Ease of Use
βiSV-B is integrated with power supply. 1 axis type and 2axes type are prepared.

It has enough performance for servo axis of economical machines which drive spindle
axis with generic inverter. Thus, it enables cost-eﬀective system development.

#*SV20-B

#*SV20/20-B
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Machining Performance
SERVO HRV Control
High-speed and high precision servo control
By combining hardware technology and software technology

1μm/div

such as the latest servo control HRV+, high-speed and high
precision control with nano-meter level is ensured.

2μm/div

Mechanical resonance can be suppressed by automatic
following HRV ﬁlter even though its frequency changes.

R26mm
F2m/min

High quality cutting surface by optimum
compensation to machining point
Smart Machine Control that is function group for

Circularity
1μm

Smoothness of
cutting feed 0.2μm

Application example of SERVO HRV+
Optimizing

its control in real time according to change of machine
conditions

is prepared. For feed axis, Smart Backlash

Compensation
Control

Suppressing machine vibration
Smart Machining Point Control

can compensate the lost motion caused

elastic deformation of ball screw, and

Smart Machining Point

suppresses vibration at machining point.

[Example of Smart Backlash Compensation]

Optimum compensation at reversal
Smart Backlash Compensation

OFF

ON

SPINDLE HRV Control
Spindle HRV Control achieves fast response and high precision in spindle. Smart Machine Control for spindle
achieves the reduction of cycle time and down sizing of ampliﬁers with the best use of short time rated power.
Features include:
¡ Achieving high gain control and low heat generation at high-speed rotation by faster sampling time of the current control loop
¡ Optimum orientation using the optimum deceleration level according to the inertia of works or tools
¡ Supporting Nano Interpolation in position control enabling Nano CNC system for spindle as well as feed axis
¡ Smart rigid tapping function using maximum Acc/Dec power of spindle motor and achieving the fastest tapping with no tuning

Using Smart rigid tapping

1491ms

44.6K Up
37.2K Up
17%
reduced

Former
current ctrl.

HRV
current ctrl.

1148ms
23%
reduced

FSSB high-speed
rigid tapping

Smart rigid
tapping

Spindle speed(5000min−1/div)

Synchronous error (50p/div)

Using max. power
200ms/div

Temperature rise of

Cycle time of

motor winding

rigid tapping (ex.)

at continuous Acc/Dec (ex.)

Pitch1mm 25screws S5000
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Spindle torque command (100%/div)

Highly precise synchronization
using max. Acc/Dec power

Servo Learning Control
High speed and high precision for repetitive command
Learning control realizes both high speed and high precision with high level.

Crank-pin grinding
machine

LINEAR MOTOR
LiS-B series

Accuracy of pin form
Max.2μm (Example)

Direct drive +
Learning Control

SYNCHRONOUS BUILT-IN
SERVO MOTOR DiS-B series

Learning Helical Interpolation with Servo Learning Control enables to replace boring with high precision milling and realizes to cut
down kinds of tool and time of tool change.

Boring machining

Milling machining
(Helical Interpolation)

Spindle

Roundness
2.21μm

Track of tool

Roundness
2.14μm

Holeφ20
Toolφ8
F1400

Ease of Use
Servo Tuning Tool

SERVO GUIDE

3-D View Function (Example)

Integrated tuning tool of Servo and Spindle
SERVO GUIDE provides the integrated environment for making
test programs, setting parameters, and data measurement needed
for servo and spindle tuning. Connection from PC to CNC is easy.
3-D View Function enables to display tool path deviation of 5-axis
machining and to tune parameters eﬃciently.
Tuning Navigator supports automatic tuning of gains, ﬁlters, and
others, and it reduces tuning time. Automatic tuning function for

Magniﬁed display
of path deviation

Color-coded display
of path deviation

quadrant protrusion reduces the tuning time for high speed and
high precision drastically.

Automatic Tuning of Backlash Acceleration (Example)

Protrusion
6μm

Protrusion
2μm

Tuning Navigator

Tuning time 10min./axis
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Minimizing Downtime
Reliable
Protecting Machine at Power Failure
Machine Protection at Power Failure
Damage of work pieces and tools at power failure is prevented
in the area where a stable power supply cannot be expected.
Gravity-axis drop prevention
Motor brake is activated quickly by detecting the power failure
using power failure detection method in the standard αiPS-B.
Stop distance reduction *1)
Feed axes are decelerated to stop in order to prevent feed
axes to crash in case of high speed machine tools.
Retract *2)
Tool is retracted from work piece keeping synchronization in

PFB-24

such case of a gear cutting machine.
*1), *2)

Power Failure Backup Module (Hardware)
Failure Backup Function (Software)

or

Power

PFB-R

PFB-C
＋
Capacitor Module

Power Failure Backup Module MODEL B

shall be applied.

Backup both Pulsecoder and CNC
・Prevention of data loss
Rechargeable Battery Unit works as backup battery of Pulsecoder and CNC.
Battery replacement becomes unnecessary, and unexpected loss of parameter or
reference point data can be prevented.
・Maintenance cost saving
Maintenance cost will be reduced greatly without battery replacement.
・Ecology contributing
Used battery disposal in battery replacement is no more necessary, which leads
to reduction of environmental load.

Rechargeable Battery Unit

Predictable
Leakage Detection Function
Contribution to preventive diagnosis
Insulation deterioration sometimes causes machine stop by
cutting ﬂuid inﬁltrates the motor, especially in a severe
machining environment.

Sending insulation
resistance
value to CNC
(30i-B series)

Insulation
deterioration

The leakage detection function built in ampliﬁer automatically
measures insulation resistance of the motor, and detects
insulation deterioration when it comes to an abnormal level,
thereby preventing machine from unexpected stop.

Auto check of insulation resistance
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Easy to repair
Quick Replacement of Fan
Shorten repair time
Shorten repair time by easy access to replace fan from front side without removing Ampliﬁers from electric panel and without
removing cables.

Internal cooling fan
Radiator cooling fan

Radiator cooling fan

Trouble Diagnosis Function
Quick ﬁnding cause of alarms
The trouble diagnosis function is prepared in combination with the series
30i-MODEL B CNC and the series 0i-MODEL F CNC.

The diagnostic information which is useful for trouble shooting at the time of alarm
occurrence can be seen on a CNC screen.
The major features of the trouble shooting function are as follows:
・ Trouble diagnosis guidance

screen for ﬁguring out alarm causes according to

the failure diagnosis ﬂow
・ Trouble diagnosis monitor

screen for monitoring the states of servo circuits and

spindles during normal operation and enabling data to be latched at alarm
occurrence
・ Trouble diagnosis graphic

screen for making it possible to display waveforms

observed at the occurrence of a servo or spindle alarm.

Encoder Communication Check Circuit
Quick identiﬁcation of defective part
As there are three possible sources at communication alarm of the encoder, which
include encoder, feedback cable and servo ampliﬁer, it can take a longer time to
identify the source, thereby extending down time. The Encoder Communication
Check Circuit outputs compatible signals of the encoder in order to identify the
source of the defect quickly.
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Maintenance and Customer Support
Worldwide Customer Service and Support
FANUC operates customer service and support network worldwide through subsidiaries and aﬃliates. FANUC provides the highest
quality service with the prompt response at any location nearest you.

World Wide Support Over 250 Oﬃces
Luxembourg
Stuttgart
Prague
Coventry

Istanbul
Moscow

Chicago

Wroclaw

Beijing

Stockholm

Shanghai

Paris

Biel

Barcelona

Celje

Headquarters
Changwon

Milan

Brussels
Linz

Aguascalientas

Taichung

Budapest
Soﬁa

Detroit

Bangalore
Manila
Bangkok
Ho Chi Minh
Kuala Lumpur
Singapore

Johannesburg

Sao Paulo
Sydney

Jakarta

FANUC Training Center
FANUC Training Center operates versatile training courses to
develop skilled engineers eﬀectively in several days.
Inquiries : Yamanakako-mura, Yamanashi,
Japan 401-0501
Phone : 81-555-84-6030
Fax : 81-555-84-5540

¡Headquarters Oshino-mura, Yamanashi 401-0597, Japan
Phone: 81-555-84-5555 Fax: 81-555-84-5512 http://www.fanuc.co.jp

FANUC America Corporation
1800 Lakewood Boulevard,
Hoﬀman Estates,Illinois 60192, U.S.A
http://www.fanucamerica.com/
FANUC Europe Corporation, S.A.
Zone Industrielle, L-6468 Echternach,
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
http://www.fanuc.eu/

BEIJING-FANUC Mechatronics CO., LTD
No.9 Xinxi Road, Shangdi Information Industry Base,
Haidian District, Beijing CHINA 100085
http://www.bj-fanuc.com.cn/

KOREA FANUC CORPORATION
101, Wanam-ro(st), Seongsan-gu, Changwon-si,
Gyeongsangnam-do, 642-290 Republic of Korea
http://www.fkc.co.kr/
TAIWAN FANUC CORPORATION
No.10, 16th Road, Taichung Industrial Park, Taichung, Taiwan
http://www.fanuctaiwan.com.tw/

FANUC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
41-A, Electronics City, Bangalore, 560 100, India
http://www.fanucindia.com/

• All speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.
• No part of this catalog may be reproduced in any form.
• The products in this catalog are controlled based on Japan's Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law". The
export from Japan may be subject to an export license by the government of Japan. Further, re-export to
another country may be subject to the license of the government of the country from where the product is
re-exported. Furthermore, the product may also be controlled by re-export regulations of the United States
government. Should you wish to export or re-export these products, please contact FANUC for advice.
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